for i = l g where #,= II>-i[a>, ft]. Now if G is a compact Lie group together with adjoint invariant inner product on its Lie algebra, then the moduli space M -Hom(7T, ^)/ § of conjugacy class of representations of TT into G admits a natural symplectic structure. We explore in this paper the relationship between the Fox-calculus description of this symplectic structure and the mutually dual presentations of the fundamental group described above. In fact this paper re-interprets the results of [2] in the framework of mutually dual presentations of the fundamental group.
I express my profound gratitude to Prof. Kyoji Saito for suggesting this approach and insightful discussions. His down to earth description of the dual generators of the surface-group in his preprint [3] 
TT-»|>Jtt Gey) =w Ot) + Ad p U) (u (y) ) for x, y^Tc} is the spece of l~cocycles.
The following composition of the cup-product and O
induces the a skew-symmetric pairing on cohomology
This skew-symmetric pairing induces the symplectic structure on M.
We assume henceforth that p is irreducible. For simplicity we write x • M (y) or just JCH (y) for Adp 00 (w (jj). We know from [ (u, (f> (v) 
We know from §1 that 
1=1
The identity a> (w, (p (v) ) --<M, t>) p suggests that $> may induce a complex structure on R 1 (TT, $ p ) *-~ H l (TT, $/>) i.e. $ 2 = -Id on 7/ 1 (TT, ^) and is integrable. But we are unable to prove it. We leave it as a conjecture. Thus the symplectic structure co on M = Horn (re. G) /G intertwines the mutually dual presentations of TT. The geometry behind this intertwining phenomenon is yet to be explored.
